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DINOS
Al
Dinos basileuei, ton Di' exelelakos cries Strepsiades (A. CL. 828)
They are discussing rain,
He is referring back to an earlier exchange with Socrates.
which Strepsiades attributes to Zeus pissi ng into a sieve, and thunder, and Socrates
shows both to be due to the clouds
SOC:

When they are filled with a lot of water, and carried along by necessity,
being suspended full of rain through necessity, then heavily
they fall aga inst one another, crack and thunder.

S'T'R:
SOC:

But who is the being who lays the necessity of movement on them? Zeus surely?

By no means.

It is a dinos of aether.

STR:

Dinos?

I never knew that:

( ib. 376).

that Zeus doesn 1 t exist, and. Din.os is now on the throne in his place

( 11·so-and-so" ) .

There is presumably a pun on ho deina

The sch oliast tells that the philo

sophical joke is further complicated by a use of dinos to denote a rounded pot, and this
is the point of Strepsiades1s suhsequont self-castigation for thinking a piece of earthen

ware a god

( ib. 1473) ..

This in itself is not unimportant for our understanding of d inos,
and the

for the use of the demonstrative adjective shows that Strepsiades is pointinp;,

scholiasts draw the lep;i tima te deduction that an earthenware pot has replaced the fami

liar statue of Hermes at the entry to the phrontisterion, symboliiing the elimination

of the gods in favor of natural forces.
which he s pe1.l:

(ll,467d)

Athenaeus

he quotes fro m other comic d:c-amatists add little:
ten gallons,

has a section on the cup,

Curiously, there is no reference to Aristophanes.

deinos.

we learn that a deinos

The passages
hold.s nine or

and someone 1 s forehead is said to resemble an inverted deinos.

uses the word again in The Wasps where he r ecalls the philosophical joke

sometimes failed to see ) .

( as

Aristophanes

editors have

Even if you don't pour wine in for me to drink, I'm carrying this onos

full of wine;

I tilt it and pour it in, and the onos opens his mou�

and brays loudly at your di nos, and farts lik0 a soldier.
as fine as Zeus's,

Don't I exercise a fine authority,

when I have said about me the very thin--i;s that Zeus does?

The onos is presumably a two-handled cup, and the poet puns on this.

(616)

He also puns on

dinoS:-- To Philocleon Zeus causes thu nder by farting, and he scorns din os as an explanation.

A2

244

Before we go further it will be well to a.dduce the evidence of EL.ripides.

he has the phrase ouraniai dinqi nephelas dromaiou.

In Alcestis

It is possHle that this is just

an unusually vivid poetical phrase, r'ut Euripides was notoriously philosophy-orientatecJ, as

Nestle amply demonstrated in his T'ntersuchungen '1'ber die philoscnhischen Quellen d.

Euripides

and it looks very much as if this is a technical term referring to the vortex of the upper
air w hirling the cloud-drift round.
rhnmh�i.

In one of the fr11grnents

In another well-known passage

invocation:

(593N?)
(884)

from The Women of Troy

we have

� thE.J-.fil.

Hecare utters a novel

Thou support of earth, enthroned upon the earth,

whoever Thou art, Zeus, hard to discern,
physical law or human intellect

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

There is here no mention of di nos or dine, but, as we shall se,, t here may be a llusion,

for the contrast between ana rikemd nous is related to this c oncept of physical movement.
A3
The passage from Alcestis makes it highly probable that the philosophical use of dinos
Dinos is applied to round objects, such as t he cup men

or dine is rel ated to movement.

tioned above, or a circular threshing-floor, and the rounded pot w hich is used as the
visible symbol of Dinos might suggest a static concept.
But though the discovery of a
working astronomical model with epic1clic gearing in an ancient shipwreck has led us

to place more credence upon Archimedes's working-models, and even to worrier whether after
a mobile image in the cup of water which

/

does not spill as you whirl it round, we should

not be surprised to find a static model of a dynamic event.

The basic meaning of dinos

or dine seems to be a whirlpool or eddy in water, and it is this analogy which is applied
somei10W, somewhere, to movement within the universe.
But how?
and where?

1.

I

a 11 Plato nay have had

s::imething s11ch

in mind in the Republic myth, and though Emperloclos uses

it4.'
, -�

I follow the e xample of Norman 0# Brown in offering after each section the prin
cipal sources'I h�ve drawn upon, as an alternative to laborious and distracting foot
they include all views referred
The refer e nces are not of course exhaustive:
notes.
following books hav e been
The
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·
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·

- .. _

· ·

1942

To trace the story we shall have to move backwards in time,
Ek Dios archomestha.
He assumes
In De Caelo 1,2 he is arguing to a fifth element.
starting v,,ii th Aristotle.
A.11 locomotion is eHher
that natural b o d i es have a principle of motion within them.
The four elements of earth, air,
straight or Circular or a combination of the two.
fire and water naturally move in a straight line in a vertical plane; if there we:te
But ''ir
no fifth element, circular motion would have nci natural place in the cosmos.
cular motion must be primary (a) the c i r c le is complete and finite, the straight line
infinite and incomplete (269 a 20) (b) circular motion is contiruous and eternal
(suneche kai aidion 269 b 8), The case is argued at. greater length in �-�y:�_i,cs e.,.1 He

·

nature as' !!'the principle and cause of moti o n a nd rest to '9use
·
and those things only in which she inheres p r i:mari ly as .dist{nct from. incidentally!!
b 20),.. In Physics 8 ,9 he argues the primacy o� circular motion_J_�.L@P..�JJ_s_e a
circle is finite and a straight line is not (b) because
c omp lete motion in a straight
lineJ returning t6 its starting-point requires two movements, up and down again (c) be
cause circular motion is e t ernal (d) because in circular motion there is no· beginning,
middle and end definable (e ) b e c au s e the determinative point of a circle is the center,
and when a sphcre rotates it is in one sense in motion, but in another, �hrough its
determinative point, at rest (f) uniform rotation with its unit of the completed circ:ui t is the standard of all measurement of time and motion, being the easiest t0 cal··
culate (if 4,223 b 18) (g) circular motion is the only uniform motion; motion in a
straight line changes Yelocity, a.ccelerating a,s it -removes itself from the place of rest
From tlne primacy of circular motion amaig forms of locomotion, he passes to the primacy
of locomotion among other forms of kinesis, adducing Empedocles, Anaxagoras, the thenrists)
the Mi1esians (whom Aristotle treat's
as a group cf 1,187 a 12) and the Plafonists ,
The passage is important:
it makes it unlikely that ki ne si s in Anaximander and Anaxi�
menes is other t,han locomotion.·
In De Caelo 2,13 he starts from various theories of the mobility or immobility of
the earth.
He goes on to eh ow that motion must be discussed not in relation to a sin
gle elemen� but in relation to the total cosmos.,
Is motion natural :ehusei or enforced
biai? There cannot be enforced motion unless motion exist13 in nature; the same is true
i'3T'rest, It follows that if the earth is at rest bia:i the enforced rest must arise from
some naturai rest or motion.
This will be the vortex (t e n dinesin).
Aristotle is assum�
ing his proof of the primacy of circular motion, but he is alsospeaking historically�
for he goes on H'This is the cause that all allege, reasoning from what happens in l:lquids
and in the air; for in these the larger and heavier objects are always carried towards
the middle of ,the whirl (dine)11 (295 a 11) (Guthrie; must be wrong in 11This is the name
which all agre e is gi ving:-:-:-'.,11' since the name does riot seem to have been used by the
Milesians, :Lf they held such a theory> or Anaxagara3, ·who certainly did).
The earth re
mains at the center of the vortex, either by reason of its. flatness and size or on the
Empedoclean motion of the cup of water swung. swiftly round (which we shall discuss
later). Aristotle subjects these views to some criticism (a) the absence of an account
of the earth 1 s natural motion (b) the mobility of the Earth in the rtile of Strife in
Empedocles, not to be explained by the vo rtex at that point (c) uEvert if in the ,past it
is th�ough the vortex that the parts of the earth 'were carried to the center, through
what cause is everything that has weight still carried towards it?
Surely the vortex is
i;ot drawing close to usfl' (295 a 33) ( This is precisely what Anaxa§oras seems to have ·said )
(d) WhY does fire move upwards? Not through the vortexl If fire has a natural motion,
so may earth ,

has

,1ready defined

tl).ings
(2,192

•.

·

�

(e) Heaviness and lightness are not defined by the vortex; they must have existed be
fore the vortex.
Aristotle does not follow out this criticism, but he means a doc

trine of natural positions which does away with the need for a vortex.
This is De Anima 1,3,
There is one other important relevant passage in Aristotle.
Aristotle is discussins th e kin�sis of the s oul, and isolates four forms of kinesis,
The discussion which f ol l o ws is not
locomotion, change of state, decay and growth.
very clear, but Aris to tl e rejects movement in a straight line for the soul on a .EE_� ori
grounds; if its natural movement were p it wo !ld be fire, if down it would be earth.

P l ato postnlated in Timaeus.no�sis is not
a model fOlt" thought, since it is the essence
as
do
movement
circular
periphora, nor will
linked the motion of the soul with the
had
Plato
.
conclusion
a
to
move
to
of thought
that the reason why the hewenly bodies
comments
Aris totle
motion of the heavenly bodies.
move in a circle is obs c ure (407 b 6), but there is nothing in the essential natur e of

He als o rejects the circular movement which

the soul to link it will circular movement,

'Or any profession that circular movement

is better.
Aristotle is impor tant as a s ource f or earlier �.dews on the vortex and for his cri
ticisms of them; he is also important because while reje<'tinP: the model of the whirlpool or whirlwind in favor of his own theories of natural r;osi.ti on and natural movement,
Some
he offers interestin�r, th�;oretical jus tific'ltions of the primacy of circular rrotion.

of the analysis is no doubt original with him, hut is is unlikely trat none. of the arguments
had occurred to earlier thinkers.

Cherniss, H.

Aristotle 1 s Criticism of Presocratic Philosophy

Guthrie,:

Aristotle:

d .K.C.

Wicksteed, P. and Cornford F .H.

Cn the Heavens

Aristotle:

B altim o re 1935

London 1939

The Physics

London

1934

B2
Plato need not le"',..,. delay U$:

the problems are fascinating, but ·of limited rele

vance to the present enquiry.
In Laws 10 (893 b 1) he isolates ten kinds of motion
( i ) circular motion round a fixed c enter ( ii ) locomotion in a straight line by gliding
or rolling ( iii ) combination ( iv ) separat·on ( v ) meas ure ( vi ) decreas e ( vii ) coming into
being ( viii ) destruction ( ix ) the capacity to move another object and be moved by another
(x) the capacity for self-movement and moving other objects . Of these the last is su
preme.
But a little later (898 a 2) he ass erts that uniform circ1Jlar motion, as of a
spi:;ning globe, is the best model for the revolution of reas o n, and argues from this to
a link between the c ircular movement of the sky and a guidinr; intellige1ce.
The argu
ment picks up Timaeus.
There the Divine Arti.:lkerconstructs the cosmos as a single unit
(33 c ff), a living creation, in the most approniate srape, namely a sph0re, and assi?,ns
to it the form of motion anproptiate to reason and intellif:e.1ce, namely revolution round
a fixed point.
This motion is a rotation of the whole universe with all its contents.
The rectiHnecr motions which disturb thE) simple picture o:f rotation, np, do\\rn, backwards,
forwards , left, r"ght, are irrational and intru3ive.
Somewhat Jater (46 f ff ) Plato picks
out a contras t between hous and anank�, linking nous with aitia and ananke '·'i. th s ynaitia;
ananke hc;re refers to physical causefl which serve to rati ona:Te nd.
In The Laws he lin ks
�e with brche in the explicit phrme kata tychen ex anankes ( l0,8P9 c ) . f!011s is
as scciated "JI'Uluniform circular motion, ananke with random movement.
It follows that
Plato rejects the idea of an irrational vortex, since that would for him re a contradic
tion in terms; we may m ak e a r'.�asonable deduction that this passap;e is rlirected agains t
the atomis ts.
It is interesting tha t later Plato uses the model of the winnowing-fan
(52 e ff ) .
Cornford, F.M.

Plato's Cosmology

Lannon

Skemp, J.B.

The Theor;y of Motion in Plato 1 s Later Dialogues

T ayl o r, A.E.

Commentary on Plato's Timaeus

Oxford

1937
Cambridge

1942

1928

\�

B3
In Democritus the doctrine of the vortex is explicit and familiar.

The elements

a,..e stated to be perpetually moving in the void aei.kinournenon ton onton en toi kenoi

,D.\

68

Here,

A

40) o

This motion is rando� like the motes in a sunb•

(cf"

Arist. An.

1,403

b

31).

clearly, perpetual movement is not identified.with movement in a circle, but this

may be original with the a:tormists •.

(68

Aetius. sta,tes that Democritus regarded vibri:i,tion

47)

He may be reading Epicurean thought back i nto
palmos.
the earlier atomists; yet we are still dealing with thought based on analogy, and the

as the basic motion

a

image of winnowing is of some importanceo

Then for so me reason not stated, a whirl
or vortex was separated off from the whole, of all kinds of shapes (68 A 67; B 167).

Simplicius attributes this to chance

(ct

Arist. Phys.

2 196

a 24);

and some modern

interpreters have identified this with statist1.cal probability; Democritus would not

have so put it, but it may not be too far from his intent.
rP-pulsion of unlike atoms

An

In the vortex tle:ee is the

(68A37)

and the attraction and entanglement of like to like.
important fragmen t explains this first in terms of the familiar "Birds of a feather

flock together" and then of the tendency of seeds in a sieve to come together in their

kinds
Kata ton tau
koskinou
dinon
or pebbles under the action of waves (68 B 164).
The most important aspect of this for au;: consern is Eanta te kat' ananken ginesthai,
tes dines aitias ouses tes geneseos panton, hen ananken legeii everything happens

according to necessity, the vortex being responsiblP, for the coming-unto-being of all

things, and he calls this necessity (D.L. 9 ,45) "This';' can grarmnatically refer to vortex or coming-into-being, but it is clearly the former;
compare the phrase kat' ananken �ien kai hypo dines ( 68 A 8 3), oi' Aetius 1 s definition of anank� in Democritus as
the resis:tane,, .. locomotion and i mpact of matter (68 A 66).
Necessity then means physical or natural law, and that is identified vd.th the vortex which initiates the pro

cessn
The concept is important for our understanding of the Euripides passage in
The Trojan Women:
the vortex may be there in the thought of physical law or necessity ..
One additional point:
the dine contirrues:
at least it is reasonable to see it in
Lucretius's caelo turbine (�4 cf. 510) where it is associated with the view that
the close stars move more slowly than those mar� distant:
it is thus present as well
prir:ial, astronomical as well as cosmogonical.
Some have thought, on the basis of

as

passage in Epicurus's"�' Letter to Pythocles (92) that Denocritus lield a whirl with
in a stationary rim.
I can see nothing in this mutilated and obscure passage which
applies to Dernocritus, and Lucretius did not so understand him.
Democritus is not
in question in Aristophanes or Euripides:
I have shown that his major contribution
to atomic theory is to be dated to 405 B.C.
He stands at a later point in the succession.
a

Alfieri3 V.E.

Gli Atomisti

Bailey,

The Greek A.tomists and Enicuous

c.

Bari

1936
Oxford

Bailey, C.

Titi LucretiCari De Rerurn Natura Libri Sex

Ferguson, J.

11The Date of Democritus"

�arrrner-Jensen, Ingeborg
Liepmann, H.C.

Lowenheim,

La

Schreckrenberg, H.

Den aeldste Atomlaere

1928

3

Vols. Oxford

Symb• Os1.

40(1965) 17-26

'.Jopenhagen

1908

T.lte Mechanik d er Leucripp-Democritischen 11.tome _Leip11,ig

11'8)

Die ·wissenschaft Demokrits und ihr Einfluss auf die l""oderne
Wissenschaft 3erlin 1914
Ananke

Munchen

1964

1941

Accordi ng to some ver
Behind Democritus stands the obscure fir,ure of Leucippus.
.Soc r a tes is jocul:arly
for
interesting,
is
Tl-iis
sions he came from Helos (D.L. 9, 30).
to Diagoras and
probably
is
reference
The
(79r).
called nthe Melian 1 1 in ':::'he Cloud s

11atheism11, bu t is is just possible that Leucippus is in question;, it is however
more like ly that Leucippus also receives ·the a'·..tribution as a mark of atheism in some
Lenci.opus is exceedinr:ly diffi
lost co m e d y which h"'s been taken as serious e'·iclence.

his

of ApoJlonia anteda t es The Clouds with some of his writings,
and Theophrastus c laim ed that he took some of his eclectic views from Leucipr:·11s ('JK 64 AS)·
This need not be true, or if it were it is p o s sibl e that he modified his thinking in
There is no evidence of atomism in '\.ristophanes
at a later point.
the li ght of Leucipptis
cult to date.

Diogenes

and it seems likely that L eu cipnus wrote The Great Worl d •
Sys tem _in the last thirty years of the fifth cen tury . The p icture we qave of his t h ough t
The only sur vi vin g
at this point is not essentially different from that of Democritus.
sentence of Leucippus is 11Nothinr: c or:ie s i�to be:1-ng at rand om; everyt<-;inr:; in accor·lance

or Euripides or Pl ato's Phaedo,

with a princi.ple and by hecess ity1'

(67 -�2).

This accords with the use of nec:essi ty in

Democritus, which is identified with the vortex.

The words do mt mea�, as they are
''Nothing haµpens", Leucippus woulr1 not have written chr�ma for that
in Anaxa -::or?.s 59 B 17, fro�n which the nhn.se is harrowed) they
(cf ouden chrema gineta·.
are thus not incompatible w"'i th an originally rand om rrovement, but 11ntil the vortex is
';Je have two. other worr1s.w"1ich m1)st come from
prod1)_ced, no thinq; comes into 1-_,eins•
he spoke of chit ona kai hymena, a coverin;::; or membrane whic11 formed in a
Leucippus;
In Aetius1s summary
circle round the universe (67 \ �3):. tl--ie circl0 i_s i�:'portant.
of Tl1e 3reat 'iforld-'.3ystem again we fin� the indivisi ble bodies in co ri tinual motion,
In the sul"'lmary in Diogenes
\Jhic11 is explicilty �aid to 0e apronoeton kai tychaian .
Laertius there are ,sone important passa,;es ( which Kirk, whose treatment of the atomists is cu riously p rfun c tor;y , does not excerpt ) ten gen o ch eisthai peri. to meson
dinoumenen; the earth (wl-iich is in the shape of a tamb ou ri ne ) is s11pported as it rotates around the center
('J.L. 9,30). 1:1A p r oce eds to speak of the prorluction of a
vortex in which like c:ame to like, the f:ine: atoms pa sse d outwarr1s, as if they h�r1 b een

often translated,

sieved out;

the rest rem ained anq became entangled, forming a spher ical structure

(the membrane above ) , which enclosed all kinrls of bodies.

round in acco::"dance with the re s'ls tance of the center
the surrounding membrane became thin,

( Kata

as the continous bodies lll.nceairigly flowe d

gether in accor d a nc e with their contact w ith the vortex.
into heing,
there!'

(D.L.

vortex.

"As these were whirled

ten tou me s ou antereisin),
to-

In this way the e::irth came

as the things which had been carried towards the center remained together

9,32).

Thus we see in Leuc1ppus no explanation of the origin of the

Since the vortex was set up there is a tendency of like to come t o geth er

with like; t his is t a ken from :'\..naxagoras, but for Leuci.ppv.s
liken e ss i_s of shape
'
and size not sort and sub stanc e , and it is this that sieves out the fi,rle atoms and

leaves ot hers forming a spherical membrane.
',{hat happens then has been well expl ained
by Burnet; it pu zz led Gomper'Z• • Gomperz wrote (1, 339 '\.'r.);
"these effects were the
The centriprecise contrary of what th ey should have been by the laws of physic s 2
·

fugal

force which is r e l eased by a rotatory movement is doubtles,s ad'Tlirably adapted

to sift an aeclo.merated mass of matter .

But, as every cen tr H"ugal machine woulcl sh ow ,

it is the heaviest substances which are htirled

to the greate$'.3isbnce.''

constructive explana t ion merits reconsid::ration.

Gomperz's

The motion of a whirlwin:1 or :1twister1'

or even of slighter e·1dies will carry off lighter objects but l eave heavier,
cause of the friction as it approaches thP ground

center.

Gornperz suggests a false extrapolation fr om observed phenomena.

more likely that Leucippus had in mind

its center.

anc) be-

d oes in fa:ct depos it matter at its

tt is even

the tendency of a m a elstr om to suck 'boa t s to

'irJhat Burnet has shown is that Leuci npu s offerecl a physica1 explanation

of this in terms of the contact between al l pa rts of the vortex, so that the motion

of the ou t er mrmbrance is communicat�;iJ

inside.

(and, we

may

add, in a closed syst0m )

to all

The speed of revolution is of cours e slawer towards the ce n ter , and th is is

wh:::it L eu cippus means by the res.stance: of the cen ter.
1,fo now underst�d more cle arly th-e
resichalrotation of the earth , and its equilibrium in the cen k r , there being no "up"
·

and "dom'' in the vnid for -the early atomis+s,, as there was for l!!picurus , and the ro
tation of the vortex being hori z ontal in rel a t ' on to the earth:
the ID rd ocheis thai is
intore�itinr; in relation to Euripides, though Leudppus is not likely to be his source..,

'·;l

: ).

As

for

s.

B

3

B5
The views of Diogenes of Apollonia are plainly in question in The Clouds, as the
use of ikmas would te 11 us, even if nothing else did (DK 6h Ale) cf"i-:-Cfoud� 2 33).
He reaffirmed a monism based on air, against the pluralism of Empedocles and

li.naxag6··
he i-'

oras, and accepted from Anaxagoras the doctrine of a divine intelligence which

.. v

-

dentified with air.
In general the formation of the world was due to the rarefaction
and condensation of air.
He stated that everything is in motion, though we have no
evidence of his speaking of unceasing motion.
Kirk took the·view that this motion was
rotatory, but he depended in pa.rt for his view on an emendation by Kranz.
The MS read
ing _makes sense":
11where the dense ran together it made a solid 11v:i.ss11 (systrophen
Kranz systrophei gen poiesai, v.fn.ich Kirk renders 11centri:petally1t Rotad.on is,
poiesa.1;
however, to be seen in the heavenly bodies (64 .:'.\. 12).
The words di.nos and dine do not
appear in our sources, so ttl.at-.::H:i.isdangerous to be dogmatic:
with his debt to Anaxagoras,
Diogenes may have derived his image of the rotation from him rather than �'flrom Empedocles
or Leucippus.
Equally, our sources are scanty, and Diogenes was eclectic: he cannot
be ruled out as lt:i.s:tophanes' s source.

B6
Anaxagoras is more important.

Afte:r his general account of Nous he proceeds:

"Mind

controlled the whole revolution,��o·as;to·:I'e'1J:il ve from the beginning:-It began to revolve.
·
first fr om a small beginning, and n.ow revolves to a greater extent:;, �and wil1 re vo lve to

a gr e ater extent in the future. Mind knows all the things which were mingled together,
separated out or divided off.
'Mind orga:h.ized·all that was going to exist, all that ex
isted in the past but does not exis t now, and al1 that exists now or will exist in the
future, including this revolution, the present revolut:ion of stars, sun, moon, air and
fire (all in process of being separated off).
This revolution produced the process of
separating off:
the dense is separated off from the rare, the hot from the cold, the
bright from the dark, and the dry from the moist 'foK 59 G 12) .!f To this we may add two
more passages:· When r.·iind initiated motion, there was a process' of separating off from
the totality in motion, and all that Mind set in motion was dbrided out�
As things
were set in riotj_on and divided out,.the revolution greatly increas ep the process of di
vision rr (59 B 13)11 • • • • as these things re-volired in this way and were separated out by
the force and speed.
Speed produces force n(59 B 9).
The interpretation of this has
occasioned less controversy than other parts of Anaxagoras, but it is ext:temeq diffi
cult to int erpr et and even to translate. In. the first quotation egno is most easily
rendered rtknows1t, and Simplicius so unde:t'stood it (Cael. 6o8,27ff. J;bu t Lammli argued
forcefully for the meaning 11determined11• Aether is clearly rrrire11 ,as Ari s t o tle understood
(Caelo270 b 2'.4; 3D2) b 4; Me teor 364 b I4) o The MSS in the next sentence have haute, but
s�editors prefer to emend
au.te, '1the actual revolµtionrt:o In the next quotation it is
apekrineto is impersonal, as I have taken it, or whether Mind is
not clear whether
·

separated off ( so Heidel, Dte'ls;..Kranz, Guthrie). I take apo tou kinou.menou pantos
to
mean not "a:11 that was m o v e d n , wh ich could be unambiguously expressed by m di ff e rent
·

word order, but rtthe all in motiontt. This m i ght be contradicted if apo tou mikrou a:nd:
epi pleon in 59 B I2) refer to the areas affected, bu t they seem to me vaguer than tha:t,.
In any case once the outer pa.rt of the universe is in motion it is easy to speak of
rnthe universe in motion11• We may reasonably postulate increasing acceleration. The word:1

for revolution is not dinos or dine , which nowh er e appears, but perichoresis' : the;
verb appears of Tha;;les journeying round Greece (D.t.I,44), of kingship coming round in .
succession (Hdt.I,,2IO), or of a Wa.iter going round with the wa t er (A. Birds 9.58) �it is::
noncommittal and suggests no clear i mage. Anaxagoras may have believed ( so Cleve) that
lifeless bodies of themselves move only along a vertical axis. Any other motion r equiresi

explanation.
Nous: t herefor,e , so to say, put itself into orbit, and that revolut ion
has gradually bee'i1"'tr'ansmitted to . the whole unive r se , and the universe has ch anged in
a.cco::rdance with centrifugal .force� This is why Anaxagoras d oe s not use
dine (which was .
a:vailable to him from Emped6cles); his model is different;the appearance-o:f dinos ia. a:.
····vague passage from Clement is hardly to be pressed to the c ont r ary (59 A. 57) .. Hence the
flinging out of stunes to form sun, moon and stars (.59 B I6; A L.2·; A 7I and especially
an

I2)). Anaocagoras1s view however is not a simple one. He evidently thought that Nous
imparted its r ev olu ti o n first at the outer edges of the universe, and tended to pick up
the lighter b od ies , leaving the heavier towards the centre (.59 .lt 42))cf o D.,L., 2),8}.Then

A

6.

comes a second stage when the centre i:s in motion and tending to fling its heavier parrts
outwards, though Anaxagoras thought of them being sucked out. This must be emphasiZ'8d.
Anaxagoras understood the results of centrifugal. force, but not the cause, hence Guthrie
is clearly right against Burnet and Cleve in claiming that the earth is not itself

revolving, though he is wrong in applying the model of the vortex or eddy. In addition

Anaxagoras had in mind a model derived from Empedocles, of a cup of water whirled round

without losing the water, and seems to have thought that really violent revolution holds

the objects in its sweep tfught, so that they do not fly outwards or fall inwards
Guthrie seems to me wrong in his interpretation of the increasing revolution

(59

A

12).

: "The notion

that the rotating cosmos was at first small, and is continually growing by drawing in more
of the infinite surrounding it, is interesting, partivularly in the light of some recent

cosmogonical theory"

(2, 296). 1

can see nothing of this at all. The revolution started at

the outside of the cosmos, and the increase refers to the spread of the revolution from

the periphery towards the centre, which it has not yet reached.One final point in
Anaxagoras. He speaks of the air as supporting the earth ( herein epochoumenen ten gen
59 A 42); but he also speaks of air above ( ton anothen aeros • This is clearly the origin
o ges ochema kapi ges e�hon hedran , and we need not look further. One
of Euripides's

last point. The famous Socratic criticism that Anaxagoras made no practical use of Nous in
arranging the details of his cosmos ( Plat. Phaed. 98 b 7) shows that Anaxagoras forms the
Love and Strife in
bridge between the identification of physical law ( ananke ) with
Empedocles and with the vortex in the atomists.
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So far as we can see it was Empedocles who coined the concept of the dine. The word

comes in two of the fragments. One from Purifications

(D

K

33 B II5)

tells of the tossing

of the sinful soul from air to sea, sea to land, land to the sun's rays, and from the
sun to11the eddies of air"

( aitheros

embale dines ) . This need not be

a

technical term; but

it certainly looks like the proximate source of the passage from Alcestis. The other is
more important

( 33

B

35)

when Strife has reached the lowest depth

of the vortex, and Love is at the centre of the rotation,

by her power all these things come together to be one single thing

As far as we can see Empedocles describes the formation of the world out of a homogeneou$
unity under the influende of Strife.

The original change is one of separation;

air is

separated off, surrounds the world, and solidifies to enclose it; fire follows, so that

two hemispheres are formed, one of fire and one of fire and air. These begin to revolve

because of the preponderance of fire in one region (3I A 30 ) . Further the construction
of the earth by the force of the rotation ( tei rhymei tes periphoras ) squeezed water out

(3I A 49). Aristotle adds that Empedocles used the model of a cup whirled round without
the water spilling to explain the immobility of the earth (De Caelo 2�, 295a 13 ) ; and
again that "the earth remains at the centre because of the vortex" ( 300 b 3). All this
is difficult of interpretation. That an imbalance .of the elements first separated off

might produce motion is reasonable, but there seems no reason why it should produce
rotatory motion; probably we must say that Emnedocles adduces his explanation of the
origin of motion, and accepts the observed faotr ·of ·�:rotatorj" motion, but failed .to;_;,

bring the two fully together. We may accept the accumulation of the heavier bodies at the

centre, and their constriction, in terms of the whirlpool or whirlwind. But the cup in
motion not at the centre seems

a

curious model to explain the immobility of the earth at

7.

the centre<> Some interpreters allege misunderstanding by Aristotle, Mugler of the model,
which he suggests.was

a solid body floating in liquid in a. cup, Cherniss of the thing to
be explained, which he suggests was why the water, air and fire outside do not fill on
the earth,, Either of these is ingenious; both make Aristotle ingenuous Gomperz may be
right in suggesting that Empedocles ha.d a keen scent for analogies which he applied over
hastily : nset the goblets revolving quickly, and their contents will not escape; set the
firmament revolving qlii.ickly, and the earth a.t its centre will not slip.rt (I, 242')
Aristotle (De Ca.el. 295 a JI) says that the earth cannot be held at the centre by the
vortex because it is impossible to adduce the vortex once the elements are separated., I
do not see this. Once the initial separation has been produced by Strife, and the vortex
set in motion Empedocles plainly th:i..nks that the rtrohtex ·will continue the process of
separation with the heavy bodies tending to the centre and the light to the periphery;
when the separation is complete, the vortex will maintain the same conditions.
Then in
fr<> 35, which represents the advance of Love, Love ousts Strife from the centre of the
vortex; we must with Diels-Kranz, Raven and Gutnrie insert fro 36 in place of the
doublet 35;,7., The result, as O'Brien says, must be that as Love's power increases and
the elements begin to commingle again the heavy things have to move outwards, contrary
to the action of the vortex, and tM.s paradox acco1mts for the precise mention of the
vortex hereo One final point about Empedocles. He evidently did not contrast the a cti on
of Love and Strife with the action of the vortex, and identify the vortex with necessity,
but made necessity identical with his motive powers Love and Strife (3I A 45)., This
shows that the identification of the vortex . with necessity was original with the
atomistsa
..
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B 8
It is however necessary to look behind Empedocles. On the one hand there is the
t:radi tion of Pythagoras and Eleatics, on the 'other Ionian physical speculations Most of'
us move uneasily in the world of the early Pythagoreans. There are two points to single

out., The first relates to the celebrated columns of opposites::. There, rest and straight
in the good column, motion and curved in the evil. Such an analysis stands squarely
in the path of the perfection of circular motion, and almost justifies Burnet's over
schematic and over..,dogmatic statement that Pythagoras broke with the vortex-theory. The
Pythagoreans were in fact fascinated by figures formed of straight lines, equating for
example the pyramid with fire, the c ub e with earth, the octahedron with air, and the
icosahedron with water, and these are of course important factors in the cosmogony in
which the world is generated out of numbers, the point I flow:i,.ng into the line 2 which
flows; into the plane 3 and that into the solid 4. This is a very different world-picture
from any we have examined so far; as evidence it is negative but not valueless. But,
secondly, the Pythagoreans dild hold to a spherical universe, and in Alexander Polyhistor's
analysis, which Raven has carefully examined, the cosmos is formed from fire, water,
earth and ain r1and from these comes into being a cosmos, endowed with life, intelligent,
spherical in shape, encircling the earth in the centre, (itself spherical in shape and
inhabited round about)ir (D.L. 8,25). So that among the Pythagoreans, despite the columns
of opposites there was some idealization of circularity, though not of circular motion.,
It is just here that Parmenides is important. It has been argued that Parmenides was
exploring the logical consequences of accepting the first column and rejecting the second.
T.he._:r.�:J,,;li,J,t>,,,�terestingly, the acceptance of sphericity, and of a ball as the model
are

-�"

.c, .

'!,���::�Jb��:����L�/J,�

8.

for the uni verse (eukyklou sphaires enalinkion onkoi surely· means "like the mass of a
well-rounded ball'' not ''like the mass of a well-rounded sp h e r e ' ' and is not to be taken
as a verbal attempt to escape s p a ti al extension : DK 28 B 8, 43), but the re j ec tio n

of motion.

Alcmaeon is in all this the most im p o rta n t figure. He apparen t ly used the analogy of
cir cular motion and psychic function; indeed he probably d ev is ed it, and it was from him
that it passed to Plato (Tim. 40a; Laws IO, P95 a). Acco rd i n g to Aristotle (1J K 24 A I2)
he stated that all divine things are for ever in c o nt j n uous motion (kineisthai gar k ai
ta thei a� panta synechos aei ) , moon, sun, star s, and the whole sky, and he used this as
_

t he model to show the imm ort ali ty of the human soul. Another passage from Ar is tot le
quotes Alcmae o n as saying th at men die because they cannot join the beginning to the
end (214 B 21). Michael Apostolius, who also cites the p assa g e , adds kykl o s gar an en

(Corp. paro e m. 2', 674). We are not here concerned with the human sou l. T h e continuo11s
motion, however, must be kyklophoria, an d (though we cannot be ce r tai n about relative
dates) it looks as if ;:!Jn p ed o c le s devised the model of the dine, but theories of circu lar
motion mn the cosmos antedate him, and we may infer a possibility that earlier theories
of continuous

or

unceasing motion do refer to motion in a circle.
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B 9
Anaximenes has always been a shadowy fi gure alo ngsid e th e o th er pre - Platoni c s .

Here there is n o indication of a primal vortex in our sources,

apar t

fr om

a

gen eral

statement by Aristotle in ta lk i ng of the vorte x that all w ho generate the sky claim

that the earth com e s together at the ce ntre (De Caelo 2:, 295 a 7); as Kirk says, the
·statement would have been enough to make Theophrastus explicit, had there been anything

to be exp li cit about.

ation of the

prim a l

The cause of chang e in A.naximen es is the rarefaction and condens

air

(D

K 13 A.

5). But

T heoph rastus does attribute to Anaximenes

a

do c tr i ne of eternal motion. In pseudo-Plutarch the statement appears immediately af ter

·

the doctrine of raref ac t i on and condensation

"exists from eternity"
"is always in

not in motion"

mot

i on;

(13

A

(I3 A

:

''the movement" i.e. the

proces s

In Hippolytus the statement is e xpounded

6).

:

of ch ange

"it" sc. air

for.it would not be producing all the c han g es it does if itwe re

7).

(Kirk tr eats this as

not change unless th ere be movemen t 1 t )
transitive or intr ansit i ve :

a gen erali z ati on

(It is not clear whether

:

"things that change do

metaballein

is

I have essayed an e quall y am bi gu ou s tr ansl ati on ) Heidel

equates this eternal movement with the vort e x ,

on the bas is of a further pas sage from

Hippolyt us which suggests that the heavenly bodies

mo ve

round the earth with a circular

m otion, like a turban round a head ; the image must come from Anaximenes, but it i s not

cle ar wh ether he wa s r ef erri ng to the
twirling of the comp let ed turban;

wr ap

ping

of the tur ban in the first place, or the

probably the former. He re gar de d the heavenly bodies as

l eaves floating on t he air; the only passage to ,tell against this - helon diken kata
pepegenai ta a s tra en krystalloei dei/ cannot mea n "fixed like nails in the substance

/(I3AI4

like ice" which would be an odd thi ng to do, an d does not accord with the other e v i dence ;

we must accept Guthrie's ph ysio logi c a l explanation of a sp ot on the viscous membrane.
image of leaves on air

(I3

A 7;

I4; I5)

The

does sug gest that the air is in motion ca rrying

the leaves; and A etiu s suggests that the star s b e nd the i r cou rses when o pp osed by
condensed air (I3 A 15). The gene r al motion is certainly circular (symperipheromena
I3 A I4). It follows that in Anaximenes (a) the image of the vortex or whirlpool was not
explicitly found
(b) there is a circular movement of the air round the earth
(c ) we
are not

j ust if ie d

cond ensati on and

on the evidence before us in e quating this with the ete rnal process of
ion and post u lating a p rimal co smo poietical vortex. One f inal

r arefact

point about Anaximenes

: the use of ocho umenen or

9.

epoch e i sth a i

of the earth's relation

to air suggests that he is the ultimate source of Euripides
the proximate is Anaxagoras.
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So to Anaximander .. Here

in Ana.x:i.menes. There is no doubt
(D K I2 A 2I; 22),
tubes full of fire which appea.rs through an aperture. Jfothing else is completely clear;
there is in fact curiously 1i ttle reference t6 mot:ton in our sources, though the word
peripheretai does appear once (I2 A 2I). Prcibs.bly, houe-ver, thEl image of the wheel is
meant to suggest that the whole tu1>3 is rotat:Lng. There is an important sentence in
Aetius which neither Kirk nor Guthrie discusses,
Diels-Kranz classify under
Anaximenes (I3 A I2) hoi de trochrn..: d:1.ken poricUJ'.1E:isthai. This must refer to Anaxirnander�
1 J. 1· t J0 s
. i mom_,c"�nt
. -,_n
fi'"'····-·�
-�;�n;;�..·;;;;,,'.�" -ri o ...
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The appearance 0...
.J.
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_ ,, ..st-'l.i...i.
we

face the

problem

same

as

that the heaYenly bodies are regarr3ocJ as cart1,rheels encircling tr:ie earth

I

·

,

'·''-·· ···

,_

� ,..,

�-'

"'·"

•

,

.•

•

sufficient indication that. the c.1.ne m<3.y be c.stronomical as i;-mll as cosmogonical., As to
the cosmogony, the opposites a.re-sepoJ:-0.ted o:f.f · thrcugh the eternal motion, apokrinomenon
ton enantion dia tes aidiou kineseos
(I2 A 9) • }�a.ch unit within the phrase �i..s contro
versial; so is the whole phrast'> • i agree wi-th Kirk against Holscher that we can rely on
this as EJ.Uthentlcally based on Tbeophrastus, h1 tbc lie;ht of pseudo-Plutarch (I2 A IO) o
Aristotle has ekkrinesthai (Phys. I, I87 a. 20); Theophrastus is likely to represent
Anaximander Is intent:i..on 'more accurn:t.ely;
separt:i:ttcn is of� not out .. But what is the
eternal motion, which is also ment,:Lonl';d b�l Hippolytns (I2 A II) ? Here we are confronted
with two main schools of thm;.p:hto One is vitalist, the oth2:r mechanist.ico One stresses a
general statement by Ar:i.stotl� (Phys. fl,, 250 h II), which identifies a motion whtch exists
deathlessly· and unceasingly with a kind of llfe, .s.nc1 emphasiz.es the divinity of the
Indefinite as inev-:L tably in;rolving the power of riovfYmPnt;it also draws attention to
biological analogies in A.naximander1 s cosmogony. The other stresses the obvious physical
facts : eternal motion is circular; circular mot,ion does produce centrifugal force and
the tendency to nseparEcte off!!; it is true that Theophra.stus does not speak of dine in
connection with AnaximarJder, but that may be morel;:r tha.t he did not find the actuaJ_
metaphor, which Empedocles seems t,o have coined. It is not correct to identify all
circular motion with a vortex or whirlpool, wh:i.ch is a particular model. I incline to
believe that circular mot:l.on must be intend eel, but that it was not developed into a
vortex-theory· for another century.
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certainty. The Orphic - or non-Orphic can legitimately be placed in the earlier
it
primal egg.is
infrequent in the Near East though .
curiously
is
it
in any event
period of
,
not rotate. More important is Oceanus.
do
. common in othel" parts of the world. But eggs
of
flows
It
world.
the
Oceanus in priniitive Greek thought is a river which encircles
s9 that there is circular movement · round the e arth; the epithet apsorrhoos
c
Oceanus _ is in the background of
ncyth of
itself"•_ The
eans "flowing back into
pr
.
.
_
.
_
the whirlpool. It is curious
of
Thales, and.it is possible that it suggested the model
that, so far as I can see, in the surviving creation-epics and hymns or the Near East
there is no mention of the rotation of the sky or the whole cosmos as part of the
process of creation, not even in Mesopotamia with their astronomical preoccupati,ons,
either in Enuma. Elish or in the more fragmentary accounts or in· Berossus. The

Can we go

.

back further ? Not with any
hardly to the point, even if

Orphi.8111;

°:G;:

iilltn

cosrnologica1'vortex

is a Greek concept.
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A little science, which is curiously difficult to track down, as vortex-theory is
frequently omitted from genera:l handbooks.of'·physics, and related to specific probl9l11S .
in textbooks of hydrodynamics and aerodynamics; further, when articles appear, they tend
to
technical. The great tnvestigator of vortex-theory was the German Helmholtz,
who wrote comprehensiveq on
subject, but the importance of aerodynamics in the·

be.highly

the

twe�ntieth. century

·

'

has led to. new discoveries.
.
.
.
The concept popularly call� centrifugal force {it is not really centrifugal) is
1 relatively easy for the laymam to understand. A poiri� on the surface of a . spinning.
wheel has
any given moment an.angtilar momentum tarigential to the wheel, and if it is
not held to th e centre by the forces inherent in a rigid structure· it is in that
direction that it will tend to move. The phenomenon is familiar observationally. Place·
, a pebble on a potter's wheel, :r-otate the wheel, and the pebble will be flung off. This .
; is the
which Anaxagoras is using.
,
The vortex is more complex. HYdrodynamics uses the concepts of irrotation (flow in
: a given direction'' with ut any rotational element) and vorticity. Vortivity arises in
: .water or air from the meeting of two currents. In a stream with smooth, regular bott0m
i and sides the flow· is irrotational, but irregularity will set up cross-currents and a
i tendency to vorti,ity. A vortex can most easily be considered in a closed system, say
: the stirring of a"'glass of water: the fact that in whirlpools and whirlwinds the container
mora water and more air· does not affect th� principle involved. Here no phenomena
i may' be noticed. The first is that where ttle velocity is highest the. pressure is lowest:
hence the fact that the water at. the centre is lower than at ·the riin. The principle maw
shown experimentally by forcing water through a pipe of irregular diameter and
; inserting tub�!J into the pipe at right angles to the direction of flow. Where the pipe
is narrower and the velocity of flow consequently greater the.water will rise less high
in the tube tha� whe2e the pipe is wider and the velocity smaller. Bernouilli identified
the formula
p + kv • constant 1 where p is the pressure, v the vefocity and k is
! constant• The other phenomenon is that of boundary-layer flow.
This fs a flow in a
vertical plane.from the surf'ace•centre to the outside, down the outside, along the base.
,to the· c.entre and up. It is this that in a whirlwind tends to draw loose objects on the
'
surface ·or the earth to the centre, from which it may lift them, unless the pull of
gtavitt is too strong, in which event there is a•tendency for them to accumulate at the
.
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Th.ere· is a further point. We are sufficiently familiar through Jules Verne with the
concept of the maelstrom which sucks boats down· and.into the centre. 'l'he picture wa:s
.
. · familiar' to th.e Greeks thro�h Charybdis in The Od'i!eel, though the.re there is a revar�:
_ process
of re�gitation after three days. The dl'ec"t of' the boundary-layer flow and the
' � entri ga.l te eJlcy is for the_ denser. bodi. s
:111ove,:.towards the circumfe�ence and the
.
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or it would sink
lighter bodies towards the centre. As a boat is lighter than water
a whirlpool. It is
of
centre
the
there is a na tural tendency for boa ts to move towards
rin c iple th e centr e
P
Bernouilli's
possible that this is ac c e nt uated by gravity, since by
is lower than the circumference and the pressure at the centre less. It is likely,
however, that ancient belief about whirlpools would not discriminate between a vortex
in a channel, and a vortex in a container like a bath, when the plug blocking the
outflow is removed . Plainly in thi s last there is an add iti onal force of suction
drawini:r, objects within t h e bath down arid towards .the point of outflow. It is even
possible that in some maelstrom effects there is a drain away of some kind creating a
suc t i on At any rate the Greeks would ob se rv e.the movement of solid bodies along the

.

surface of the earth to ac c umu lat e at the centre during a whirlwind or eddy of air, and
they were familiar with the maelstrom effect which is in fact the obverse of the same coin.
These are the models used by those who pos tu late a vortex or eddy.

Private communications from Prof. Murray Br ad en , Prof. Char les Coulson, Mrs. Elnora
Fer guson , and Mr. John H old ing

.

c 2'
Some general conclusi o ns :
(a) S pecula tion on a circu lar movement as part of cosmogony is Greek : it is part of
Dinos did
the general pro cess of replacing mythology by science and mathern at Urs
indeed kick Zeus out.

(b)

y

observation of the sky and
That the p rima l movement was circular was suggested b
the heavenly bodies: a furt her factor was the apparently continuous nature of
circular moti on by contrast with rectilinear which to the Greeks tended to a goal or

.

The theo retical perfection of the circle or sphere plays a small part.
The
(c) There are var iou s models for c ircular motion. AnaxilJlander uses a wheel spi nn i ng
ies
analog
his
scatters
who
es,
l
c
o
ed
p
Em
with
starts
model of the whirlpool or whirlwind
l im i t

.

by

A naxa goras , and taken up.again by the A tom is ts . The different
phasi s and even di fferent implications; it is i m p ortan t to
em
different
offer
models
stress that the concept of �osmic rotation does not of itself imply the thought of
freely, is r e j e cted

vort i c a l flows

In general, although I have used it, th e mathematical term "vortex''

is not a true representation of dines or dine, which would be better rendered "eddy''
(incidentally, in The Clouds a m eans of maintaining the pun on "so-and-so"). Among

the most persistan t models involved in c o s m o gony is the sieve or win nowing-fan.

Sometimes this is a model for rand om movement prod u c ing orderly results: at least

once the word dinos is explicitly app lied to it.
(d) The atomists equate the dine with ananke or natura� law. This in turn is equated, at

least by the time of Plato and Ar isto tle t with

c
(a)

.!:zc�.

3

Euripides was au fait with the phi l o sophi c al implications of the lat est physical

speculation. The passage

from Alcestis is almost certainl y based on Em pedocl es ;

that

in The Women of Troy, in which the vortex is not explicitl y mentioned, on Anaxagoras,

(o)

and we are p r obab l y right to see in him the distinction between nous and ananke.
Aristophanes's source is curiously difficult to pinpoin t
The prohlem is the
masculine dinos. This is used only by L eu cip pu s and Dem ocr i tu s , who also use dine;

.

Empe d oc le s uses the feminine, Anaxagoras abjures the analogy, and the word doesnot
appear in our Diogenes sou rc e s , nor is it cer tain that he b e l ieved in the idea. But
the absence of any trace of atornisrn in Socrates's autobiog raph y inPh aed o ( c lea r ly on
all grou nd s an account of Socrates's development no t Plato's) proves that the work of
Leucippus,, even if in being, was not directly k nown at Athens in the

allusions in The Clouds are to the views of Diogenes.

420s.

The main

Certainty is not p o s s ible , but

all in all I am inc l ined to think th at in the absence of any other can di date we should
take The Clouds as evidence of a vortex-theory in Diogenes, wh ich he may possibly

have taken over from Leucipplis. I do not profess to know why anyone should change from
the fem inine

�

to the masculine dines, but Aristophanes preferred the masculine,

whether or not he found it in his p roximate source, because it gave him

a

pun, and

because it provided a suitable usurper to oust Zeus.
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Yohn Ferguson

